
21” NATURAL  
RUBBER TARP STRAP  
W/ CRIMPED HOOKS
52221C
A great choice for any warm or cold, wet or dry weather 
conditions.  The elasticity of the natural rubber strap 
reaches optimum performance in harsh, cold climates, 
where EPDM tarp ties fail.

$1.09 EACH
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RATCHETING  
DOUBLE “L” WINCH
49207-137-RW
The ratcheting feature reduces tensioning time by 33%, 
and reduces the risk of winch bar roll.  ANCRA winches 
comply with DOT, WSTDA-T3 and Canadian Standard 
905 regulations.

$38.72 EACH

DOUBLE “L”  
WINCH
49207-137
Most popular winch in use today, for the late model, flat 
bed trailer market. Found in use on Fontaine, Manac, 
Reitnouer, Transcraft & many more trailer makes.

$24.95 EACH

4” X 30’ WINCH  
STRAP
43795-10-30
Heavy-duty, wear and weather resistant latex treated 
polyester webbing with strong, dependable hardware to 
meet the demanding conditions of flatbed operations.

$14.50 EACH

Regular price $16.00 Regular price $29.95

Regular price $45.61 Regular price $1.25
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PREMIUM CARGO 
STRAP WINDER
50391-10
This strap winder quickly assists in winding winch 
straps into rolls for storage, when removing them 
from a trailer. It is designed to slide over the top of 
the side rail. The winder easily separates to remove 
the strap for storage.

$28.95 EACH

4” X 40’ RATCHET 
STRAP ASSEMBLY W/ 
CHAIN ENDS
24-10184
This Ratchet Strap features 18″ fixed Chain Ends to 
hook to various types of equipment. Working Load 
Limit of 5,400 lbs.

$97.95 EACH

2” X 30’ RATCHET  
STRAP ASSEMBLY W/FLAT HOOK
45982-11
Features a long-wide handled ratchet buckle, for ease of 
use. Working Load Limit: 3,333 lbs. Stringently tested for 
strength and durability in order to bear the Ancra name.

$19.95 EACH

ERGO 360  
COMBINATION WINCH BAR
50015-21
The patented ergonomic design maintains parallel 
alignment of handle and tips, so you can rotate the bar 
for optimum leverage without removing it, and keep it 
secured in the winch cap through the mushroom tip.

$38.95 EACH

Regular price $43.95 Regular price $23.95

Regular price $113.10 Regular price $31.95
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